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Analysis of the interplay among charge,
hydration and shape of proteins through
the modeling of their CZE mobility data

Electrophorectic mobility data of four proteins are analyzed and interpreted through a

physicochemical CZE model, which provides estimates of quantities like equivalent

hydrodynamic radius (size), effective charge number, shape orientation factor, hydration,

actual pK values of ionizing groups, and pH near molecule, among others. Protein

friction coefficients are simulated through the creeping flow theory of prolate spheroidal

particles. The modeling of the effective electrophoretic mobility of proteins requires

consideration of hydrodynamic size and shape coupled to hydration and effective charge.

The model proposed predicts native protein hydrations within the range of values

obtained experimentally from other techniques. Therefore, this model provides consis-

tently other physicochemical properties such as average friction and diffusion coeffi-

cients and packing fractal dimension. As the pH varies from native conditions to those

that are denaturing the protein, hydration and packing fractal dimension change

substantially. Needs for further research are also discussed and proposed.
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1 Introduction

CZE is an effective methodology for the separation and

characterization of proteins, peptides, amino acids and, in

general, many electrically charged analytes [1]. Innovations

involving both protocol formulations and new experimental

setups are continuously proposed in the literature. In

particular, relevant reviews including CZE of proteins and

peptides are available (see, for instance, [2–5] and citations

therein). At present CZE models are useful in the

physicochemical characterization and interpretation of the

effective mobility data of peptides and proteins [6–16]. One

model type of interest is that considering the ‘‘inverse

problem’’ [17] where, for a given protocol involving well-

specified bulk pH, ionic strength I, temperature T, electrical

permittivity e and viscosity Z of the BGE, the experimental

effective mobility is provided as the basic data to evaluate

analyte properties such as, for instance, hydration, effective

electrical charge, hydrodynamic size and shape, and

pH-microenvironment, among others. This basic problem

has associated the charge regulation phenomenon, also

designated proton-binding cooperativity, which is always

present around electrophoretically migrating particles

[15–24]. This phenomenon is relevant to estimate the

protein pK-shifts of the i-ionizing group designated DpKi,

the pH near molecule pH�, and the pH near the i-ionizing

group indicated as pHi, for i 5 1yNc. Here Nc is the

number of ionizing groups in the analyte by accounting also

different positions that each one of them occupies in the

macromolecular chain, both as amino acid residual and

terminal amino and carboxylic groups. Thus, from one

pH another, one expects to find deviations of the values

taken by acid dissociation constants of ionizing groups in

proteins and peptides, and hence the estimation of pK-shifts

are required [15, 22–30]. In particular, the evaluation and

prediction of pK-shifts of ionizing groups of amino acids

residues in proteins have gained much attention in order to

understand better complex biological systems.

In this context of analysis of CZE, this work is

concerned with the characterization of four proteins: lyso-

zyme (LSZ), staphylococcal nuclease (STN), human carbo-

nic anhydrase (HCA), bovine carbonic anhydrase (BCA).

Their experimental effective mobilities are reconsidered and

discussed in relation to a previous work [15] where these

proteins were studied as spherical hydrodynamic particles.
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Also it should be pointed out here that we have analyzed the

characterization of proteins, peptides and amino acids

through the model designated ‘‘Perturbed Linder-

strøm–Lang CE Model’’ (PLLCEM) where an equation for

the estimation of hydration was also included. Since this

model was enhanced in a sequence of works [15–17, 22, 31]

as a consequence of the analysis of emerging numerical

results and conclusions, the purpose of this particular work

is to apply an improved version of the PLLCEM to the

characterization of proteins. New inclusions into this model

are explicit friction coefficient expressions for prolate

spheroidal particles and a relation between hydration and

electrical permittivity in the protein domain, in order to

discuss and illustrate important aspects concerning the

interplay among shape, hydration and effective charge of

proteins. Also, in the context of the PLLCEM, part of our

results consists in calculating hydrodynamic sizes and

shapes of proteins, at each pH and I, studied by associating

their volumes (hydration is included) with the equivalent

hydrodynamic volumes of prolate spheroidal particles.

This work is organized as follows. Section 2 presents

briefly the PLLCEM for proteins. The model is solved

numerically by studying four proteins, for which CZE-

effective mobilities and full protocol data are available in

[15]. Also, emphasis is placed on the mathematical strategy

to solve the resulting well-posed problem, by identifying the

hydration number, estimated at a given pH, and the asso-

ciated particle shape, through a consistent and convergent

computational procedure presented in [15, 17, 22]. Then

Section 3 analyses and discusses numerical results of the

PLLCEM providing relevant physicochemical properties of

the four proteins studied here. Also some limitations asso-

ciated with this model are pointed out. These considerations

indicate challenging requirements for further research on

this subject. Finally, Section 4 is dedicated to place the main

conclusions of this work.

2 The PLLCEM for proteins

In our previous calculations with the PLLCEM concerning

peptides and amino acids, we found that the hydration d (mass

of water per mass of analyte) of these particles, at well-specified

physicochemical conditions, depended significantly on particle

shape and electrostatic state defined through the effective Z,

positive Z1 and negative Z� charge numbers. Here, in the

PLLCEM the equivalent spherical model (ESM) of CZE is used

again, which has been illustrated in [16, 17, 22] and validated in

particular for spheroidal particles of low eccentricity, usually

selected as prototype hydrodynamic shapes for proteins and

peptides. The ESM has also been used widely in the literature

and in basic texts to estimate diffusion and sedimentation

coefficients [32, 33]. Basically, the PLLCEM considering the

ESM involves the most relevant physicochemical variables of

CZE that are fully coupled. To visualize this aspect neatly, this

model is described briefly below, by placing the equations

required to obtain a consistent solution. The protein amino acid

sequence (AAS) is acquired from the Protein Data Bank (PDB),

and the PLLCEM processes the main file data by extracting each

amino acid position along the main heterogeneous chain to

evaluate relative distances rij between i- and j-ionizing groups

[15]. Therefore, the effective electrical charge eZ of the protein is

eZ ¼
PNc

i¼1 eZi, where e is the elementary charge and Zi is the

charge number of each ionizing group expressed

Zi ¼ �1=f1þ 10�ðpKr
i�pHi�pgiÞg; here signs are defined accord-

ing to basic or acid properties of ionizing groups. Also activity

coefficients gi are included as indicated in [17]. The evaluation of

protein-effective charge requires the knowledge of actual pKi

values of ionizing groups of side chains and ionizing terminal

–COOH and –NH2 groups [15, 16, 22, 28]. The pKi values are

mainly a result of electrostatic interactions among protein

ionizing groups and ions in the BGE, yielding a shift DpKi of

the reference pKr
i , which in turn refers to the hypothetical pK

value where one assumes that all other titrating sites in the

analyte are fixed in their electrically neutral state (see [22] for a

discussion concerning pKr
i and also Section 3). Thus, the pH-

microenvironment around the i-ionizing group, designated pHi,

is a function of physicochemical properties of the electrolyte

solution surrounding the macromolecule, and also of the

protein structural parameters as described below. It may be

expressed [15],

pHi ¼ pH� þ e2

lnð10ÞkBT

� DZi

4pro
i e

e
e0
� 1

� �
þ
XNc

j¼1
j6¼i

DZj

4pe0
expð�k0rijÞ

rij

0
B@

1
CA ð1Þ

where the Debye and Hückel’s approximation and Henry’s

hypotheses are invoked, and the screened Coulombic interac-

tions among ionizing groups are included. In Equation (1),

DZj ¼ Zj � Zr
j , where Zr

j is the reference charge number at site

j calculated with pKr
j . Also, Zj is the actual charge number at site

j, ro
i � 1:4 Å is the approximate effective radius of the i-ionizing

group, kB is Boltzmann constant and e0 is the electrical

permittivity within the protein domain. Since the inverse of the

screening length is k ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2e2NAI103=ekBT

p
, where NA is

Avogadro constant, one obtains k0 ¼ k
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
e0=e

p
. The estimation of

e0 is a difficult problem already placed in the literature [15, 34].

In this work, we found appropriate to estimate, as a first

approximation, a fractional weight averaged electrical permit-

tivity within the domain of the protein through

e0 ¼ ed=ð1þ dÞ þ ep=ð1þ dÞ, where ep � 5 eo is an approx-

imate value of the dry protein electrical permittivity [34] and d is

the convergent value coming from the numerical iteration

process described elsewhere [17]. Also eo is the vacuum electrical

permittivity. In Equation (1), pH� is evaluated by using the

mean field approximation expressed [15],

pH� ¼ pHþ e2Z

lnð10ÞkBT4peae
Hð1þ kae

HÞ
ð2Þ

In Equation (2) the protein particle has a surface potential

[35] considered in the particle-effective mobility within the

context of the ESM. Thus, the relevant variable is the equivalent
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sphere with a Stokes equivalent hydrodynamic radius ae
H, which

must be defined in terms of the main particle dimensions, as

shown below. Specific discussions concerning the physical

significance of each term in Equations (1) and (2), may be found

elsewhere [15, 16, 22]. For calculation purposes, the expression

DpKi ¼ pKr
i � pKi ¼ pHi � pH ¼ DpHi is still valid here (see

[15] and its addendum for a detailed discussion on this

expression). Therefore, DpKi of ionizing groups are also a direct

consequence of pH shifts designated DpHi, which are the

differences between the pH near ionizing groups in the protein

and the pH of the BGE. Thus, Zi expressed above in terms of

ðpKr
i � pHiÞ, where pHi is the unknown to be determined, may

be also calculated through ðpKi � pHÞ by using the bulk pH,

where alternatively the unknown is pKi.

The model is completed by considering that the protein

electrophoretic mobility may be expressed as follows:

mp ¼ Om ð3Þ

where

m ¼ eZ f ðkae
HÞ=f6pZae

Hð1þ kae
HÞg ð4Þ

In Equation (3), O is the shape orientation factor [16] and m
is the effective mobility of the equivalent spherical particle

defining the ESM. Also f ðk ae
HÞ is Henry’s function reported in

[36]. Then it is clear that the equivalent hydrodynamic radius ae
H

and the shape of the migrating particle are necessary in order to

define properly the average particle friction coefficient f, when

the continuum mean field hypothesis is invoked, as it is

analyzed below. Therefore, several important considerations

must be carried out in relation to the effective protein mobility.

First, one should observe that the size of proteins is within the

scale range of Brownian particles and, hence, they move in the

direction of the applied electrical strength vector with a random

orientation. Thus, for particles with rotational symmetry

considered here, O may be obtained from the frictional tensor f
[37, 38] expressed through body Cartesian coordinates with unit

vectors i, j and k, as follows:

f ¼ f 00kkþ f ?ðiiþ jjÞ ð5Þ

where f 0 0 is the friction coefficient when the particle

movement is parallel to the rotational axis of symmetry,

while f ? is the friction coefficient perpendicular to this axis

for any rotational angle. Therefore, the average friction

coefficient f of a rotational symmetric particle is expressed,

1

f
¼ a

f 00
þ ð1� aÞ

f ?
ð6Þ

where 0oao1 indicates the degree of the collinear

particle orientation with the applied electrical field direction,

as described in [16, 17, 22]. Thus, a provides the fractional

weight that friction coefficients f 0 0 and f ? have on f. This

result also implies the existence of an orientation density

distribution function as discussed in Section 3 below (see

also [39]). From the above equations, one readily verifies that

O satisfies the following expression:

O ¼ 6pZae
H

f
¼ f0

f
ð7Þ

Thus, Equation (7) indicates that O is equivalent to the

inverse ratio f/f0 classically used in the literature [32]. After

solving the PLLCEM, the second step consists in attributing

a given shape to the particle by having into account

numerical values O and ae
H. For this purpose, the compo-

nents of tensor f for prolate spheroids may be expressed in

terms of the major radius a, which in this case is placed

along the rotational axis of symmetry, and the eccentricity

Ex ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� ðc=aÞ2

q
, as follows:

f 00 ¼ 8pZaE3
x

ð1þ E2
xÞ 1

2 ln 1þEx
1�Ex

n o
� Ex

;

f ? ¼ 16pZaE3
x

ð3E2
x � 1Þ 1

2 ln 1þEx
1�Ex

n o
þ Ex

ð8Þ

where c is the prolate minor radius. Expressions for

oblate spheroids may also be obtained from the literature

[38, 40]. Here it should be observed that the ESM involves

the following aspects to be accounted carefully: (A) the

surface potential z ¼ eZ=f4peae
Hð1þ kae

HÞg of the equiva-

lent sphere is the same as the particle surface potential

expressed in terms of a relation ae
H ¼ ae

Hða;ExÞ derived from

this constraint. This relation for a prolate spheroid is ae
H ffi

2aEx= lnfð1þ ExÞ=ð1� ExÞg [16] when kaExo1 [41] and ae
Eo=ðkBTÞo1 [35], where E0 is the applied electrical field

strength. For this purpose, the asymptotic expression of the

particle surface potential provided in [41] for the prolate

spheroid is useful; in this work a mobility expression is also

reported when this particle is weakly charged and ion

relaxation is not included (see also the discussion below, at

the end of Section 3). (B) The volume of the particle must

equal the volume of the equivalent sphere; thus ae
H ¼ a�

ð1� E2
x Þ

1=3 for prolate spheroids. Conditions (A) and (B) are

asymptotically satisfied for Exo1 (even for values near one,

as it may be readily proved numerically).

Once values O and ae
H are known when convergence

criteria described in [22] of the numerical code [15] are

satisfied, the resulting hydrodynamic particle shape and

orientation may be fixed by considering that prolate spher-

oidal particles migrate with an average friction coefficient

described by Equations (6) and (8). Further, when all the

prolate particle orientations are equally probable for the

Eulerian angles (a random flight orientation density distri-

bution function is assumed) one gets a ¼ 1
3 [37]. Never-

theless, charged analytes have an electrostatic interaction

with E0 having a tendency to bias pure Brownian motion.

This is one of the reasons for obtaining values a 6¼ 1
3 in CZE

calculations [16]. For rotational symmetric particles, the

angle y formed between the prolate axis of revolution and

the direction of the electrical field E0 may be estimated from

a. Thus, a5 cos2 y and 1�a5 sin2 y on the average [17], and

hence yE551 for a ¼ 1
3. As a consequence of this result,

when y4551 or ao1/3, the friction tensor component that

predominate in the particle migration is f ? for prolate

spheroids. The opposite is also true for yo551 and a > 1
3

involving mainly f 0 0. It is then clear that the calculations

Electrophoresis 2009, 30, 2328–23362330 M. V. Piaggio et al.
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concerning approximate main dimensions a and c of prolate

spheroids and their average orientation in relation to the

direction of the electrical field strength may be estimated

through Equations (6)–(8), although they are not required

here for discussing most of numerical results in Section 4,

because any generic particle representing the protein

hydrodynamics is already determined through parameters O
and ae

H [22]. Thus, since this reasoning can be extended to

other particle shapes apart from spheroids, O and ae
H are

quite general hydrodynamic parameters for proteins within

the context of Debye and Hückel’s approximation and

Henry’s hypotheses applied to CZE.

The closure of the PLLCEM requires the introduction of

the hydration number H (number of water molecules per
analyte molecule) of the migrating protein, as a relevant

property associated with the particle shape. Based on the

ESM, the protein hydrodynamic volume VH ¼ 4pae3

H=3

includes the protein compact volume Vc ¼ Mvp=NA ¼ 4pa3
c

=3 with a compact radius ac. Here M is the protein molar

mass and vp is the protein specific volume calculated

through vp ¼
PN

i¼1 Mivi=M, where vi is the specific volume

[33] and Mi is the molar mass of each amino acid residue

composing the protein AAS as obtained from the PDB. The

volume (VH�Vc) is due to hydration, indicating that ae
H4ac.

Therefore, an estimate of d can be obtained from the

numerical knowledge of both ae
H and ac (expressed in

Å 5 10�10 m) through d � ½ðae
H=acÞ3 � 1	ðvp=vwÞ once the

model solution provides ae
H. Also vwE1 cm3/g is the specific

volume of the BGE. In addition for the calculations carried

out in this work, an estimation of protein hydration number

H 5 dM/18 is obtained by summing each hydration number

reported in the literature of polar and ionizing, polar and

non polar groups as follows [22]:

H �hI
t�COOHjZt�COOHj þ hI

t�NHþ3
jZt�NHþ3

j þ hPI
t�COOH

ð1� jZt�COOHjÞ þ hPI
t�NHþ3

ð1� jZt�NHþ3
jÞ

þ
XNc

i

fhI
i jZij þ hPI

i ð1� jZijÞg þ
XNp

i

hP
i þ

XNnp

i

hNP
i

ð9Þ

where subscripts t and i refer to terminal groups and

side chains of residual amino acids, respectively, and Np and

Nnp indicate the number of polar and non-polar amino acid

residues composing the protein. It is clear that Equation (9)

applies mainly for the native states of proteins as a first

approximation, where most of the protein water is asso-

ciated with ionizing hI
i and polar hPI

i , polar hP
i and non-polar

hNP
i amino acid residue hydration numbers, as described

previously for amino acids, and more roughly for peptides

[17, 22]. In this work, approximate values of hydration

numbers of amino acids residuals provided by Kuntz [42]

are used and also estimations carried out in [22] are inclu-

ded. It is clear that the value of d calculated with the

PLLCEM applied to native proteins must be consistent with

the hydration number H estimated with Equation (9).

Concerning the hydration of proteins, one should observe

that in classical hydrodynamic models, the estimation of f/f0
has been a difficult task because in general d is unde-

termined. Thus approximate hydration values from other

techniques were required even when protocol tests are not

necessarily equivalent. Alternative analyses considered, for

instance, the maximum ratio ðf =f0Þmax corresponding to a

spherical shape [32]. Here instead we use an estimation of d,

which is a result of the PLLCEM, consistent with Equation

(9), where the electrostatic state and particle shape are fully

coupled to hydration [22]. For protein denatured states

Equation (9) must be modified because, under these

circumstances, proteins may gain or eventually loose

structural water due to additional solvent-particle or intra-

particle interactions [43] not involving necessarily the

considerations stated above to obtain Equation (9). Thus, an

effective hydration number Heff ¼ H þHd for protein

denatured states is required, where Hd includes the effect of

protein water evolution from the native to unfolded states.

Certainly, at present the term Hd is still difficult to estimate

(see also the discussion below concerning the study of STN

at different pH).

Once the main physicochemical properties described

above have been evaluated for a given experimental mobility

data through the PLLCEM, the packing fractal dimension of

the protein may be estimated (see, for instance, definitions

in [35] for a generic chain). In this sense it is known that

water molecules control substantially the structure, stability

and function of biomolecules [44, 45] and that hydration

forces are responsible for the packing and stabilization of

protein structures by participating mainly in hydrogen

bonds. Therefore, the protein packing within the hydro-

dynamic volume defined through ae
H requires the consid-

eration of the number N of total amino acid residues with

an average monomer radius a0 ¼
PN

i¼1 ai=N (different

monomers forming the heterochain), where each amino

acid residue has a radius ai ¼ f3viMi=ð4pNAÞg3. Therefore,

the volume fraction of amino acids composing the protein

in the hydrodynamic volume is obtained by observing

that one unit of effective radius ae
H is equal to N units of

average radius a0 with packing fractal dimension,

g ¼ log N= logðae
H=a0Þ 
 3. It is then clear that for g 5 3

the compact protein volume is obtained with ae
H ¼ ac and

d5 0. It should be placed emphasis here on that ae
H is

calculated through the PLLCEM and hence this hydro-

dynamic radius provides the full spatial sweeping of the

protein, where other constraints apart from hydration

are implicitly involved, like electrostatic interactions, bind-

ing ions, number of disulfide bridges, etc. Thus, ae
H and g

carry a condensed structural information of the protein

in some degree. In addition, other relevant protein proper-

ties of practical interest like average friction coefficient

f ¼ 6pZae
H=O, Stokes–Einstein diffusion coefficient D ¼ kB

TO=ð6pZae
HÞ and sedimentation coefficient s ¼ OMð1� vp=

vwÞ=f6pZae
HNAg may be evaluated with numerical data

provided by the PLLCEM at the running protocol

conditions.
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3 Results and discussion

The present version of the PLLCEM described in Section 2

was run for the four proteins studied with CZE protocols

and physicochemical conditions already described in [15],

where data required with the corresponding references were

reported. Here the set of reference pKr
i provided in [28] is

used. Therefore, Table 1 shows numerical results at 251C for

STN [46], HCA [47], BCA [20] and LSZ [23], which are

considered to be in their native states. In this table one

observes that hydration values (0:35odo0:45) obtained

through the PLLCEM are similar to those reported

previously within the range 0.2–0.5, when X-ray diffraction,

NMR, spectroscopy and molecular dynamics simulations

were used (see, for instance, citations in [48, 49]). These

results indicate that Equation (9), which is coupled to basic

equations of the PLLCEM through electrical charge

numbers, is a good estimate of native protein hydrations.

Further, it is observed consistently that when the protein

hydration increases, the required e0 for an appropriate

numerical convergence of the PLLCEM with the expression

e0 ¼ ed=ð1þ dÞ þ ep=ð1þ dÞ becomes higher as expected,

having e of the BGE as limit value (see also below this

physical aspect in relation to the denatured state of STN).

For the four native proteins 20oe0=e0o30, as it is reported

in Table 1. It is interesting to place emphasis on that the

PLLCEM is able to provide an estimate of the electrical

permittivity within the protein domain. In this sense

preliminary values of e0 may be useful for further numerical

researches in more involved molecular dynamic calcula-

tions, having into account that this is an unsolved task

already placed in the literature (see also the discussion in

[34]). In addition, Table 1 presents values of pH� indicating

that the difference between pH and pH� may be as high as

0.68 units for these proteins and protocols, showing clearly

the importance of considering the charge regulation

phenomenon through either DpKi and DpHi, where the

effective, positive and negative charge numbers reported in

this table are quantitatively required for the structural and

functional understanding of globular proteins.

Another relevant result from the PLLCEM is that Oo1

(Table 1) and hence f/f041 for the four proteins studied

here (Table 2). Further, as f/f0 increases (O decreases) these

proteins have a tendency to be less hydrated for Oo1

(d becomes relatively smaller) although there are other

factors affecting the final result of hydration due to the

nonlinear coupling of physicochemical variables, as it is

indicated in Section 2 by the full set of equations. Never-

theless, the proteins studied here present hydrodynamic

particle shapes closer to the spherical one as the values of

hydration become higher. Also numerical results of f/f0
obtained with the PLLCEM are in good agreement with the

values reported through other estimations [32, 33]. From

Table 2, important conclusions may be obtained from the

comparisons of hydration values when O5 1 (spherical

shape) and Oo1 (deformed sphere). Thus, the hydrations of

these hydrodynamic particles are not necessarily the same,

and hence results demonstrate the complex interplay among

shape, effective charge and hydration of proteins, having

into account that for O5 1 [15] it is not possible to use

Equation (9) as a constraint in the PLLCEM for the calcu-

lation of H (over specified number of equations), and hence

the hydration d obtained only from ae
H and ac is considered

to be the maximum value as indicated elsewhere [32].

Further, Table 2 also reports physicochemical properties of

practical interest such as protein friction, diffusion and

sedimentation coefficients, and average protein specific

volume as obtained directly from the numerical output of

the PLLCEM. These results are in good agreement with

previous values reported in the literature for similar condi-

tions, obtained either theoretically as well as experimentally

(see, for instance, [33, 48, 50, 51]). In principle, one finds a

remarkably consistency among predictions of protein fric-

tion coefficients reported in the literature, having into

account that this parameter is common to most of hydro-

dynamic types of experimental techniques. Nevertheless, the

major question arrives when one needs to interpret the

meaning of the numerical average friction coefficient of

Brownian particles in terms of the components of the fric-

tion tensor (Equations (6) and (8)) involving the nature of

the orientation density distribution function during particle

movement. In fact, in the evaluation of the sedimentation

coefficient [52], the effect of electrical charges in analytes is

not analyzed neither required and, hence, the average fric-

tion coefficient may be interpreted simply through Perrin

factor calculated with a ¼ 1
3 in Equation (6) [32, 40]. As

pointed it out above, this is not precisely the case of proteins

moving in CZE where the interaction between particle and

Table 1. Numerical results of electrical permittivity within protein domain e0, shape orientation factor O, equivalent hydrodynamic

radius ae
H, effective Z, positive Z1 and negative Z� charge numbers, pH near molecule pH� and hydration d provided by the

PLLCEM for the native proteins studied in this work at 251C. Ionic strength I and pH of the BGE, and protein molar mass M and

electrophoretic mobility mp are also included

Protein M mp� 109 pH I e0=e0 O ae
H Z Z1 Z� pH� d

(g/mol) (m2 V�1 s�1) (mM) (Å)

STN 16792 18.1 6.8 26 28 0.949 19.70 8.96 29.99 21.03 7.40 0.449

HCA 29100 4.11 8.4 10 26 0.935 23.34 �2.07 30.98 33.05 8.26 0.403

BCA 28982 6.20 8.4 10 26 0.805 23.27 �3.34 28.03 31.37 8.15 0.397

LSZ 14300 16.7 8.4 8 24 0.788 18.09 6.76 16.88 10.12 9.08 0.346
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the applied electrical field requires to be accounted, usually

giving a 6¼ 1
3 (see also Tables 2 and 3 in [16]). The validation

of this conclusion follows from Table 3. In fact, the

dimensions estimated of native proteins and reported in this

table are obtained from Equations (6)–(8) as follows. First,

since ae
H is provided by the PLLCEM output (Table 1), the

approximate major radius is adopted with a4ae
H, following

typical values reported in the literature, and hence the

smaller radius coae
H is calculated from the condition that

the protein volume must equal the volume of the hydro-

dynamic equivalent sphere. Then a is evaluated such that

the numerical value O (Table 1) obtained with the PLLCEM

is fitted. It is thus found that the angle between the major

prolate radius and the direction of the applied electrical field

strength is within the range 70oyo801. These approximate

values of y are consistent with the fact that f/f041 when

y4551 providing thus relatively high average particle fric-

tion for this type of hydrodynamic particles (see at the end of

this section and also [16, 17, 22] for f/f0o1 and yo551

involving some amino acids and peptides). A possible

explanation of these results should be found on the esti-

mation of the interaction energy between the effective dipole

subject to Brownian motion and the electrical field [53],

indicating that for small dipole moments, in general of the

order of 2ae
HeZ for proteins, the dipole axis forms an angle j

with the direction of the electrical field strength that is

rather closer to p/2 (typically f2ae
HeZ=ð3kBTÞgo0:1 for

proteins, giving a Langevin function approximately equal to

its independent variable). Therefore, as long as the effective

dipole axis has a direction close to that of the prolate axis of

revolution (j � y) one may find these arguments as a viable

explanation concerning the range of values calculated for y.

Further, one should observe here that the analysis of angle j
is carried out through the use of Boltzmann energy distri-

bution function, which not necessarily involves the orien-

tation random flight distribution used to determine a ¼ 1
3

for particle sedimentation. Table 3 provides values of the

friction tensor components f0 0 and f ? of the four native

proteins validating the relation f 00of of ? and also showing

that f is closer to f ? as a consequence of the relatively high

values of y obtained as explained above.

Numerical results provided by the PLLCEM in Table 1 are

used to evaluate g in a given BGE. Thus, for the native proteins

studied here a rather constant packing fractal dimension is

found as reported in Table 2, comprised in the range

2.73ogo2.77. This minute range of g is consistent with the

small hydration range found in the literature for native

proteins. Thus a fractal dimension, defined by considering

both geometric scales of the amino acid residuals and the

equivalent hydrodynamic radius of the ESM, is appropriate to

understand the spatial sweep of the protein with its associated

water molecules as deduced from CZE in a well specified BGE.

More interesting is to observe in Table 4 that for the denatured

STN this fractal dimension decreases significantly indicating a

rather open structure, where additional water molecules are

present and hence Hd6¼0. In fact, by starting from pH 6.8 as

native state (see Table 1) one observes in Table 4 that for

decreasing pH, the evolution of e0 allowing a convergence of

the numerical code, changes toward higher values (from 28 e0

to 75 e0), which is consistent with the incorporation of further

water molecules into the protein (hydration increases). Thus,

Hd increases as the pH is lower and the protein becomes

denatured (from 0 to 16894 water molecules added). This

situation is consistent with the fact that for denature states of

proteins, water not only interacts with ionizing, polar and

hydrophobic groups but proteins can also be in general inva-

ded by water through rather complex mechanisms involving,

for instance, substitution of protein–hydrogen bonds by

water–hydrogen bonds, disulfide reorganization, molten

hydrophobic core and others phenomena described in [43] and

citations therein. When Oo1, hydrations values in Table 4 are,

as one expects, lower than those calculated with the previous

results for the STN, where this protein was assumed to be a

spherical particle [15]. Further, these results indicate that

hydration values predicted for other denatured proteins

reported in [31] correspond to the maximum water invasion

where O5 1 was imposed. Once more, one may conclude that

understanding the interplay among particle shape, hydration

and effective charge is essential to characterize proteins in a

given BGE. Through the above discussion it is evident that the

Table 2. Comparison of hydration values d between spherical

(O ¼ 1) and deformed spherical (Oo1) particles, and

values of friction ratio f =f0, packing fractal dimension g,

friction f , diffusion D and sedimentation s coefficients

and average specific volume vp provided by the

PLLCEM output of native proteins studied in this work

Protein d d f =f 0 g f � 1011 D� 1011 s� 1013 vp

(O ¼ 1) (Oo1) (kg/s) (m2/s) (s) (cm3/

g)

STN 0.460 0.449 1.02 2.73 3.53 11.65 2.22 0.719

HCA 0.570 0.403 1.07 2.77 4.24 9.70 3.21 0.718

BCA 1.090 0.397 1.24 2.77 4.91 8.37 2.78 0.716

LSZ 1.230 0.346 1.27 2.75 3.90 10.53 1.78 0.707

Table 3. Approximate prolate spheroid dimensions a and c,

eccentricity Ex, orientation angle y and components f 00

and f ? of the friction tensor for native proteins studied

in this work, obtained from Eqs. (6) and (8), volume

conservation and data of the shape orientation factor O
and equivalent hydrodynamic radius ae

H provided by

the PLLCEM output

Protein ae
H O a c Ex y f 00 � 1011 f ? � 1011

(Å) (Å) (Å) (1) (kg/s) (kg/s)

STN 19.70 0.949 28 16.5 0.807 73.9 3.21 3.56

HCA 23.34 0.935 34.5 19.2 0.831 79.4 3.79 4.26

BCA 23.27 0.805 54 15.3 0.959 80.3 3.92 4.95

LSZ 18.09 0.788 45 11.5 0.967 76.7 3.09 3.96
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analysis of these results also indicates the relevance of para-

meter e0 in protein characterizations affecting the terms

involving Born hydration and screened electrostatic interaction

energies of ionizing groups as stated through Equation (1). For

this purpose the first approximation constraint e0 ¼ ed=ð1þ
dÞ þ ep=ð1þ dÞ proposed here is of course required and

appropriate. Nevertheless, it should be pointed out that one

may define different levels of protein water invasion by getting

consistency with different values of e0 when the denatured

state is considered. This is a consequence that within the

present framework there is not available an equation estimat-

ing the value Hd by starting from the knowledge of protein

AAS and protocol conditions, placing thus a clear challenging

for future researches on CZE modeling of analyte mobility.

Interesting is the fact that approaching the pIE9.9 of the STN,

the PLLCEM provides, for example at pH 8.9, the following

results: e0E20 e0, dE0.255, HdE�176 (water molecules are

extracted), ae
H � 18:52Å and OE1.5. This is a reasonable state

for the STN at a pH rather close to the pI (the pH near

molecule is even higher; viz., pH�5 9.18) having into account

that positive and negative charges tend to collapse together,

which in turn take less hydration (Hdo0) than that predicted

by Equation (9), generating thus a tightly compact structure.

Also for these calculations one finds a consistent result

concerning the equivalent hydrodynamic radius in the sense

that it is lower than the value for pH 6.8. Certainly, this specific

and difficult aspect concerning the mobility of the STN at pH

close to pI places an additional point for further research

concerning the need of an expression to guide the evaluation

of Hd, as indicated above. Finally, the value O41 found here,

requiring a relatively low average friction coefficient (f/f0o1

and yo551) for the collapsing particle at pH near the pI, is

perhaps a consequence that the effective dipole axis has a

direction rather normal to that of the prolate axis of revolution

with yooj (see the counterpart discussion above) although

further conclusions on this aspects would require additional

research of protein mobility in this high pH range.

Following the discussion of results, it is appropriate to

point out here some limitations usually found in simple

models like the PLLCEM, mainly for studying particles that are

highly charged. Thus, at present it is important to visualize

that the PLLCEM has been developed within the framework

where the well-known Debye–Hückel’s approximation and

Henry’s hypotheses apply. This means roughly that the valid

range of application of this model may be estimated from the

reduced mobility Y ¼ 3mpeZ=ð2Of ðkae
HÞekBTÞ and surface

potential X ¼ ez=ðkBTÞ, and the dimensionless equivalent

hydrodynamic radius P ¼ kae
H (see also [17]), which were

defined in [54] for spherical particles; they are adapted here for

the ESM by including O and f ðkae
HÞ. In [54] numerical solu-

tions of the electrophoretic mobility that consider the distortion

of the counter-ion cloud of the spherical particle were reported

through these parameters. Therefore, it is clear that the

PLLCEM is able to provide appropriate results when YffiX for

Xo2 and Po3, Xo1 and P43, or eventually for very low and

high values of P, where Hückel and Smoluchowski limits

would be reached, respectively, as indicated in [15,17]. In fact,

when these constraints are not satisfied, one expects to find the

distortion of the counter-ion cloud around the migrating

particle causing a reduction in the effective mobility, which

may be observed as a nonlinear response of Y versus X, passing

through markedly maxima when P43. This phenomenon is

known generically as ‘‘ion relaxation’’, and it deserved inten-

sive research in the literature (see, for instance, a discussion on

this aspect in [35] and citations therein). In this sense, it is

relevant to point out that at present, rigorous studies [55, 56]

based on the boundary element method (see, for instance, [38]

for a description of the method) are available, which are

capable of evaluating the ion relaxation effect with either

spherical [55] and arbitrary irregularly shaped particles [56]

having a non-centrosymmetric charge distribution; further, the

translation–rotation coupling resistance tensor is included.

These studies also indicate that for typical proteins with rela-

tively small effective charge (like those proteins studied here)

the distortion of the counter-ion cloud is not significant in

contraposition with what occurs when short DNA fragments

are considered [56]. Our calculations for the four native

proteins yield 0.32oXo1.57 and 0.53oPo1.04, while for the

STN at different pH, results indicate that 1.35oXo1.91 and

1.04oPo2.04, thus validating our results obtained, in princi-

ple, without the consideration of ion relaxation.

In particular, within the range where the PLLCEM

applies (ion relaxation may be neglected) another relevant

study [57] concerning the slightly deformed sphere [58] with

non-centrosymmetric charge distributions is useful to be

considered here, in order to visualize the application of the

Table 4. Numerical results provided by the PLLCEM output for the study of STN at different pH as follows: electrical permittivity within

protein domain e0, shape orientation factor O, equivalent hydrodynamic radius ae
H, effective charge number Z, pH near molecule

pH�, number of water molecules added Hd, hydration d and packing fractal dimension g. The other variables reported are pH,

ionic strength I and experimental electrophoretic mobility mp

I mp� 109 e0=e0 O ae
H Z pH� Hd d g

pH (mM) (m2 V�1 s�1) (Å)

6.8 26 18.1 28 0.949 19.70 8.96 7.40 0 0.449 2.73

5.7 36 18.5 43 0.972 22.71 11.32 6.29 570 1.062 2.53

4.1 55 20.4 55 0.889 26.51 20.96 4.79 1577 2.102 2.35

2.8 5.5 24.5 75 0.919 50.34 30.15 3.63 16894 18.485 1.80
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PLLCEM in this context of analysis. In [57], the linear

mathematical structure of the resulting model allows one to

obtain the electrophoretic mobility averaged with an orien-

tation density distribution function where all particle

orientations are equally probable, through the shape and

charge multipole expansions of the particle. Charge multi-

poles (up to order two) in turns are physically defined as

charge monopole (effective charge), dipole and quadrupole,

evaluated through the coordinates of charged atoms provi-

ded from the PDB (see also [55]). It is found that quadru-

poles affect the electrophoretic mobility of a spheroidal

particle, which is mainly driven due to its effective charge.

Perhaps a question is whether or not all particle orientations

are equally possible in CZE. A similar studied was also

carried out by Fair and Anderson [39] by using, however, the

multipoles required as they resulted from a variable particle

surface potential (arbitrarily defined) where spheroidal

particles were considered. This particular work places

emphasis in that an orientation density distribution func-

tion needs to be found before the average electrophoretic

mobility can be evaluated, as a consequence of the presence

of Brownian motion and the applied electrical field. These

results are consistent with the Equation (6) above. Further,

in relation to these works [39, 57], it is clear that although

the simple formulation of the PLLCEM considers a centro-

symmetric charge distribution of the particle (as a conse-

quence of the constraint kaExo1, used in the ESM) a

correction of the effective charge (monopole) due to

Coulombic interactions between pairs of charged atoms is

included, which requires also information from the spatially

charge distribution within the protein obtained from the

PDB (see second term in the right-hand side of Equation (1))

which may be an appropriate estimation of the small effect

caused by a non-centrosymmetric charge distribution at this

simple level of modeling a rather complex phenomenon.

Here one should observe that the exact solution provided in

[41] indicates that the maximum value of charge density

occurs where the radius of curvature of the particle surface

is the minimum (around the tips of the prolate spheroid).

Although this effect is lost in the PLLCEM due to the use of

the asymptotic expression of this solution for kaExo1, the

effect is recaptured through the electrostatic perturbations

described in Equation (1). Finally the aspect considering the

orientation of the prolate spheroid through parameter a in

Equation (6) of the PLLCEM seems to be an important

condition for weakly charged particles under Brownian

motion and an applied electrical field, which is related to the

analysis already carried out in [39]. It is perhaps this effect

quite relevant in order to obtain consistent numerical values

of electrophoretic mobility and diffusion coefficient of

relatively low charged proteins with the corresponding

experimental data, which is an important subject studied

during the last decade in the literature. In this context of

analysis the PLLCEM seems to model appropriately the

CZE of the four proteins considered in this work, despite

its limitations mainly within the nonlinear response of

complex phenomenae.

4 Concluding remarks

Estimates of protein hydration ought to be included in CZE

models to obtain the appropriate interplay between hydration

and shape orientation factor, equivalent hydrodynamic radius

and effective charge number of migrating proteins. This result

was in part a consequence that hydration predicted through the

PLLCEM became very sensitive to the hydrodynamic particle

shape and orientation. The importance of simple models like

the PLLCEM to visualize physically protein characterizations is

demonstrated through the study of four proteins. At present the

PLLCEM requires a better interpretation of parameter Hd in

terms of the microstructure of the denatured protein, apart from

the possibility that more complex shape particle models may be

required at this level of details. Also the interaction energy

between the effective protein dipole moment and the applied

electrical field affecting particle orientation seems to be a subject

for further research. Finally, the packing fractal dimension of

native and denatured proteins is a relevant characterizing

parameter obtained from CZE, which involves hydration as a

main factor apart from geometric considerations of protein

primary structure. It is also clear that in order to study highly

charged analytes, like for instance short DNA fragments, the

PLLCEM should be improved by considering irregular-shaped

particles and ion relaxation effects.
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